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Tom's guide has just announced the results of its iPhone 11 battery test to determine which of Apple's new flagship smartphones will last the longest. When Apple announced the new iPhone 11, one of the most interesting updates was battery life. Apple's website states that the iPhone 11 Pro and Pro
Max offer increases by 4 and 5 hours respectively on the previous iPhone XS. Of course, the Max/Plus version of Apple's iPhone has always led the pack when it comes to the iPhone battery because of its much larger shape factor. With that in mind, the Tom's manual test pits all 3 new iPhones against
each other. The phones were each set at 150 nits in brightness, and then made constant browsing the internet via 4G LTE on T-Mobile (no doubt looking at untitled Goose game memes) As expected, the iPhone 11 Pro Max was a clear winner. The average battery life was 11 hours and 54 minutes
(Galaxy Note 10 Plus score – 11:09 in a similar test). In second place was the iPhone 11, which lasted 11:16. This may be due to the performance of the iPhone 11 LCD display. Although the 11 Pro has a larger battery than the iPhone 11 (3046mAh and 3190 mAh), it only scored an average of 10:24, a
noticeable decrease compared to 11 and Pro Max. If android 10 battery life has decreased, perhaps it's time to start adding apps to battery optimization. The Android platform has come a long way since its inception. I remember my first Android phone and how uncomfortable it was to use. Worse, I
remember how bad the battery was—I was lucky enough to get four to six hours out of that HTC Hero. Today, however, Android battery life can meet or exceed your daily needs. Given that the platform now uses artificial intelligence (AI) to help improve the durability of the mobile power source, it
becomes quite impressive. With my Google Pixel 4, I rarely ran out of juice until the end of the day. One reason for this is battery optimization. This tool works with AI to improve your device's battery life. However, the field may only include certain apps in battery optimization. Fortunately, developers have
made it possible to add third-party apps to optimize them. How to pull off such a feat? I'm glad you asked. Let me show you. SEE: As smart technology changes the transport industry (TechRepublic Premium) What you will need, I will showcase Android 10. Previous versions of Android have worked with
battery optimization, but the process may be slightly different from the iteration found on your device. With this in mind, you'll want to have an Android device that has Android 10. How to add apps to Android 10 battery optimization to unlock the device and double down on the notification shade. Tap the
gear icon to open Settings. In this window, to Apps &amp; Notifications | Advanced | Special application access Battery optimization. In this new window, you'll see a list of all apps that are not included in battery optimization (Fig. A). Picture Apps not included in Android battery optimization. Some apps
you'll find are listed as non-charging, while others are listed as Battery Optimization not available. Obviously, the only apps you can add to battery optimization are those listed as Non-Optimized. Find and tap the app you want to add to battery optimization. When you do this, a pop-up window appears
where you can tap Optimize to add the program (Fig. B). Figure B Add the Nextcloud app to battery optimization. Tap Optimize, tap Done to save your changes. Go to the list and continue adding the apps you want to add to battery optimization. When you're done, that's it. Warning You may find that some
apps that are added to battery optimization may not work correctly. If you've discovered an attached app that doesn't seem to work as expected, you can go back to battery optimization, tap All Programs at the top of the screen, find and tap that program, tap Don't Show, and then tap Done. Then the
program should return to the usual functions. Mileage may vary depending on the apps you've decided to include in battery optimization. Fortunately, adding and removing these programs is quite simple. Try and see if you can't move even more battery life on your Android device. 5G networks and
devices, mobile security, remote support, and up-to-date information about phones, tablets, and apps are some of the topics we'll cover. Delivered on Tuesdays and Fridays sign today also see battery health is a big thing, perhaps now more than ever, with the collapse of the whole iPhone slowdown.
While this in itself does not necessarily affect Android phones, remembering the device's battery health is never a bad idea. Importantly, there is no easy or built-in way to check battery health on Android. It's a clear omission in Google, but fortunately the one you can fill out is a third-party app. And while
there are several options for doing this, we recently found a program called AccuBattery, which does the job better than anything else we tried. RELATED: A comprehensive Android battery performance guide Before you start using the app, let's clearly know one thing: you'll have to play a long game in
this. Since Android basically has no way to monitor battery health, any app used for this purpose will have to monitor the battery in a few days, weeks and months before it can determine its health. While AccuBattery is beginning to understand your battery health in a couple of charging cycles, the more
you use it, the more accurate it will be. The first thing: go ahead and give AccuBattery install. As soon as you shoot it, you go too fast to walk through what it does and how it works. It is worth noting that this program works little more than just assessing the health of your battery, though that's what we're
focusing on here. Through this guide, you come across a page that talks about battery health, it's important to pay attention here because it's like a spine of what we're talking about today. On the page below, you can also set up a slider that will notify you when the battery reaches that percentage. The
default setting is 80 percent, which is as if universally accepted as the best place to keep the battery charged for health and durability. But you can call that best suited you here; for example, I left my 100 percent because I use Android Auto and am tired of constantly worrying when I could not disconnect
it without killing an automatic connection. Finally, AccuBattery calibrates very quickly and detects the battery capacity of your device. And with that, you are! Note: There are free and Pro ($3.99) versions of AccuBattery, but you won't need premium versions to monitor battery health. However, if you like
this feature, I encourage you to purchase the Premium version and support the development of this great program. Premium removes ads and also allows you to open the overlay so you can check battery and CPU statistics on other apps. From here just use your device as usual. Charge, some would
normally be, and use some normally to be. Just, you know, do what you always do. Over time, AccuBattery tracks your charging and unloading cycles, and then uses this information to monitor battery health. To look at this information, tap Health at the bottom. At first, blanks are just displayed here. This
is because it doesn't have any information to come out yet. Since Android doesn't provide historical battery information for apps, you basically need to start from scratch. But there's more here, too. Over time, AccuBattery tracks battery wear and total capacity. Again, these numbers fill over time, and the
more you use your phone, the better it gets. There is also a small note that indicates what the battery capacity is, but if you want, you can reject it. When charging and unloading your phone, check this screen regularly to learn more about your phone's battery health. A few weeks later, the Pixel 2 XL looks
like this: After the first two or three charges, it showed health by about 95 percent, but over time I adjust charging practices (basically I charge the phone only every other night now, especially if I spend a lot of time in a car connected to Android Auto), the total capacity has improved to 97 percent. 6/24/20
3:00PMbatteryiosipadoswatchosmacosPhoto: Shutterstock If you are like me, you are relentlessly recharging your devices, even if it can damage the battery over a long period of time. This is the way I think to myself as I look at the AirPods Pro charging event that I left connected in the last three One of
the preventive forms of maintenance that you can easily perform on any Apple device are to periodically check the health of their battery. I do not want to say the number in the upper right corner of the screen, which shows how much juice is left in percentage. I mean a little more buried setting that gives
you a clue about how your battery is far away in general. For more information about battery life, watch the video below:While there's not much you can do if your battery is terrible, except to get a new one, at least you'll have a hint that your device is approaching an ancient state or that your charging
habits might prevent you from sucking as much life out of your device as possible. Fortunately, you'll notice a dying battery while your device is still covered by a warranty, so replacing the battery will be free instead of $$$. Here's how to check battery health on any Apple device:How to check your
iPhone's battery healthTo see how your iPhone battery is doing, pull out the Settings app, and tap Battery. Wait a while and you'll get some graphs that show the battery level (and activity) in the last 24 hours or the last 10 days. Screenshot: David MurphyThese is well and good, but what you really want to
do is tap Battery Health, which can give you gloomy news: Screenshot: David MurphyDon't freak out if you get that message on top, though. Again, these are just data points. If your iPhone still usually gets you through the day without problems and you don't experience significant performance penalties
on your meh battery, then don't sweat. You might want to consider upgrading to a new phone at some point (or replacing a battery more expensively), but it's not necessary unless you actually have noticeable problems with your phone or tablet every day. What about the iPad? So, bad news: you'll be able
to see charging and usage schedules on your iPad, but there's no special battery health section to understand battery life. To get this information, you'll need to contact a third-party app, such as iMazing or coconutBattery. Bummer.How to check the health of your Mac battery If you upgrade to macOS Big
Sur, you will see that your system preferences are no longer in the Power Saving section. It has a new battery section in its place. You can probably guess where this is going. Screenshot: David MurphyClick on it, and you'll get similar-looking settings for what you want to find on iOS. You'll be able to see
how much battery you've used in the last 24 hours and 10 days, and you'll be able to access all previous Energy Saver settings, including scheduled Mac.Screenshot launch and shutdown: David MurphySadly, like your iPad, won't be able to see the total Mac battery You can understand how many
charging cycles the battery has gone through by extracting mac system information and clicking Power (see Hardware section Here you'll see the number, status, and maximum capacity of your battery cycle, and you can also compare this cycle number with Apple's limits to see how your battery works. To
check your Apple Watch battery status After upgrading to watchOS 7, you'll be able to check your device's battery health directly from your wrist. Remove the settings app and tap Battery. You'll be hit by a graph showing the Apple Watch charging in the last day:Screenshot: David murphyScroll down the
smidge and tap Battery Heath, where you can see the total battery capacity of the Apple Watch. It's so simple. As with other types of Apple products, don't stress if this number isn't what you expected. As long as you can get through the day without having to charge your Apple Watch midway through,
you're probably doing just fine. Screenshot: David Murphy Murphy
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